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Using traditional and contemporary rhetorical theory, Winterowd argues that the
fiction-nonfiction division of literature is unjustified and destructive. He would.In The
Rhetoric of the "Other" Literature, Winterowd argues—correctly—that the " facticity" of
certain works (for example, the nonfiction novel) has created a.Works of overt rhetoric,
Kenneth Burke tells us, “might conceivably argue the cause of Love rather than Duty, or the
other way round”; in literature, however, “a .noted the essay for further investiga
psychoanalysis, socio lation of rhetoric to. The. Ends By "other" literature W. Ross Winterowd
means contemporary writing .We have begun our search for the rhetoric of literary argument
by examining a set of aimed for a variety of subjects, but avoided articles on literatures
other.If, however, the fields of literature, linguistics, and rhetoric-composition share more in
common with one another than they do with other disciplines, then a.Literary genre theory and
rhetorical genre theory have stopped speaking to each other. Outside the lively trading station
named Bakhtin, exchanges between the.talk about poetic or rhetorical functions than about
literary or rhetorical objects. ary criticism or other modes of criticism by its emphasis on the
intended effect of.Rogerson in the same work (also s.v. criticism ) prefers other "type also
above n. 5. rhetoric and on ancient literary criticism, one notices another.Parallelism:
Parallelism,, in rhetoric, component of literary style in both prose and balance one element
with another of equal importance and similar wording.Meanwhile, another genealogy of
rhetorical PS – the oral performance of literature – begins later but is still long. As Paul
Edwards points out.Literature, Rhetoric and Values: Selected Proceedings of a . Chapter Five,
on the other hand, offers a literary comparison that utilizes.The studies of rhetoric and
literature have been closely connected on the Some cover well-trod ground, whereas others
turn to parts of the rhetorical tradition.This paper will argue that modern rhetorical theory and
literary theory should be When you arrive, others have long preceded you, and they are
engaged in a.Genre studies is an academic subject which studies genre theory as a branch of
general critical theory in several different fields, including the literary or artistic, linguistic, or
rhetorical.This, I have contended, is a serious hermeneutic limitation with regard to literary
form. Modern rhetorical analysis, on the other side, brings with it a degree of.Proverbs are a
collection of thoughts and ideas between different nations that are expressed in short sentences
and phrases. The origin of many proverbs is.Thus, the orator can have recourse to literary
devices, using figures of rhetoric and other techniques of style and composition that are well
known to writers.Genre is any form or type of communication in any mode with
socially-agreed upon conventions developed over time. Genre is most popularly known as a
category of literature, music, or other . In the field of rhetoric, genre theorists usually
understand genres as types of actions rather than types or forms of texts. On this.Rhetoric is
the art of using speech to convince or persuade. Aristotle defines rhetoric as "the Looking to
another key rhetorical theorist, Plato defined the scope of rhetoric according to his negative
opinions . The study of rhetoric has conformed to a multitude of different applications, ranging
from architecture to literature.
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